TOPFLOW SCREED EXCELIO

The ultra-thin flowing screed solution with proven performance

TOPFLOW SCREED EXCELIO is specifically designed for use in bonded construction between 12-30mm. Excelio provides the thinnest readymix screed solution and was designed to bridge the gap between bagged SLU materials and bonded sand cement screeds.

TOPFLOW SCREED EXCELIO offers the unique ability to install a 12mm bonded screed whilst gaining the benefits of a readymix, factory produced product. This greatly improves productivity and reduces site labour and operations compared to traditional SLU. 1m³ of Excelio replaces seventy 25kg bags of pre blended material and eliminates the associated site mixing.

BENEFITS
• Self compacting
• Self curing.
• Can be walked on in 24-48 hours.
• Can be loaded after 7 days
• No reinforcement required.
• Dehumidifiers can be used after 72hrs to aid drying
• Dries at 1mm per day up to 30mm in good drying conditions
• Can achieve SR1 finish as described in BS8204 - Site Dependant
• Protein free - cannot harbour harmful bacteria.
• Non combustible (tested to BS476 Part 4).
• Minimal Thermal expansion (0.012mm/mK).
• Environmentally friendly

ENVIRONMENTAL
• Gyvlon Binder - 98% Recycled Content
• Gyvlon Screed - Average 38% Recycled Content
• Recyclability - 100% Recyclable
• VOC Content - VOC Free

THE ULTRA-THIN FLOWING SCREED SOLUTION, FOR BONDED CONSTRUCTION
Due to the combination of factory production, no manual handling, thinner screed and faster installation, TOPFLOW SCREED EXCELIO offers considerable per square metre savings.

Topflow Screed EXCELIO allows up to a 70% reduction in screed thickness thanks to new generation admixture.

Optimised screed depth and removal of the need to manually mix bagged materials, improves installation time by up to 100%.
DELIVERY
TOPFLOW SCREED EXCELIO is supplied via Tarmac’s network of screed plants.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Some of the components of this product may be hazardous during mixing and application. Please consult the relevant Health and Safety datasheets, available from Tarmac on request and provided with each delivery.

For more details contact
topflowscreed@tarmac.com